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ABSTRACT: The platinum-platinum attraction and the spectroscopic properties of
[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n

�2 (n � 3–5) were studied at the PBE level. Theoretical calculations
are in agreement with experimental geometries. The absorption spectra of these
platinum complexes were calculated by the single excitation time-dependent (TD)
density functional method. All complexes showed MLCT transitions interrelated with
the intertriangular complexes. The values obtained at the PBE level are in agreement
with the experimental color range.
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Introduction

M etal carbonyl clusters are of great interest as
systems for catalytic reactions and they are

potential contributors to some aspects of nano-
science and nanotechnologies such as molecular
metal wires [1]. In particular, special attention has
been devoted to the so-called “platinum carbonyl”

of type Chini clusters [2–4]. They consist of trian-
gular [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n

�2 complex fragments (n �

1–10) stacked along the threefold axis of symmetry
[2]. Since the mid-1970s, discrete oligomers with
n � 1–5 have been characterized and studied theo-
retically [3, 4]. Recently, Longoni et al. have re-
ported oligomers with n � 8 ([Pt3(CO)3]8

�2) and
[Pt38(CO)44]�2 structures [5, 6]. Because of potential
applications in molecular electronics and nano-
lithography, one has become to reinvestigation of
the chemistry of Pt carbonyl clusters.

The minimum [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]�2 dianion unit
can be considered as a strong Lewis base, and there-
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fore it can associate with neutral [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]
acting as a Lewis acid [4]. This mechanism allows to
build that the 10 triangular clusters can be assem-
bled through such interactions. The effect of growth
is reflected in the different colors of the clusters in
the solid state, e.g. n � 3, violet–green; n � 4,
blue–green; n � 5, yellow–green [2, 3]. However,
the UV-visible spectra have not been reported ex-
perimentally.

The study of bonding in the minimum trian-
gular cluster unit has been enhanced by different
theoretical methods at the Hückel Extended (EH),
Hartree–Fock (HF) and density-functional levels
[7, 8]. All the methods indicate that the orbital
frontiers are formed from the d orbitals of plati-
num. It is clearly metal–metal bonding. At the HF
level the optimization of the geometry of the
[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]2

�2 model has been reported. In
this result the intermolecular Pt-Pt distance was
357 pm, longer than the experimental one of 304
pm [8]. This difference can be explained because
the interaction between the triangular units is
supported mainly by correlation effects via dis-
persion forces [9].

In general, when in the complexes studied there
are two or more heavy atoms in a low oxidation
state, they show evidence of metallophilic interac-
tions. From the theoretical point of view, metallo-
philic attraction is considered as a correlation effect,
strengthened by relativistic effects, and this phe-
nomenon can be accounted [9, 10]. The mechanism
underlying such attraction is the dispersion (van
der Waals) interaction, with additional allowance
for virtual charge-transfer terms [11]. The optical
properties of molecules can be calculated from CIS
and higher levels [12, 13]. In the last years the
predicting power of density functional theory
(DFT) with the time-dependent (TD) approach
makes it the method of choice. There have been
several reports of excellent agreement with experi-
mental absorption and emission spectra in different
platinum complexes [14, 15].

The aim of the present work is to study theoret-
ically the triangular [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n

�2 (n � 3–5)
complexes and relate the results to their excitation
spectra. We propose to study the effect of several
complexes and how their interactions can influence
the spectroscopic absorption properties. To our
knowledge, so far no systematic TD-DFT research
has been done on these systems in order to explain
their colors.

Models and Methods

The [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n
�2 (n � 3–5) models used

in our study are depicted in Figure 1. The geome-
tries were fully optimized at the scalar relativistic
PBE (Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof)[16] levels in the
gas phase. The optimization was performed within
the C2v point group in order to detect any tendency
to intratriangular deviation from ideal D3h symme-
try. This effect was taken into account by Longoni
in a model of [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]2

�2 with good re-
sults [8].

We have used the PBE method because of rea-
sonable previous results in the description of weak
interactions and the electronic spectra. It is the best
available functional for dispersion forces, without
parameters fitted to experimental data. However,
none of the existing functionals are optimal for
evaluating the largely metallophilic dispersion con-
tribution [17].

The excitation energies were obtained at the PBE
level by using the time-dependent perturbation the-
ory approach (TD-DFT) [18, 19], which is based on
the random-phase approximation (RPA) method
[20]. The TD-DFT calculations do not evaluate the
spin-orbit splitting, and the values are averaged.

FIGURE 1. The [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n
�2 (n � 3–5) models

(1-3).
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The calculations were done using the Turbomole
package (version 5.9) [21]. For Pt, the 18 valence-
electron (VE) quasi-relativistic (QR) pseudo-poten-
tial (PP) of Andrae et al. [22] was employed. We
used two f-type polarization functions on platinum
(�f � 0.70, 0.14) [14]. Also, the C and O atoms were
treated through PPs, using double-zeta basis sets
with the addition of one d-type polarization func-
tion [23]. The efficient resolution of the identity (RI)
approximation was employed to obtain the final
geometry and make the calculation feasible [24].

Results and Discussion

MOLECULAR GEOMETRY

We have fully optimized the geometries for the
[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n

�2 (n � 3–5) models. Table I
shows the main parameters, together with relevant
experimental structural data. The theoretical results
are in agreement with the experimental data when
compared within each [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]-2 unit. In
all the models the platinum–platinum intratriangu-
lar distances are within the experimental range. The
usual correlation-induced shortening is found for
all systems, suggesting metallophilic attractions.
This is clearly due to the effect of the ligands that
remain joined to the platinum atoms in the basic
units.

This situation changes when we compare the
closest Pt-Pt intermolecular distances of the neigh-
boring units. In all models there is an attraction.
The Pt-Pt intertriangular distances obtained are 294,
306, and 303 pm in models 1–3, respectively. It is
worth noting that the PBE approximation overesti-
mates the metallic interactions [10, 11]. This fact,

may be due to the negative charge on each cluster.
These results must be analyzed with caution, since
DFT calculations do not describe properly the met-
allophilic attraction, although they can reproduce
the metallophilic distance in some cases [9].

TIME-DEPENDENT (TD)-DFT CALCULATIONS

We calculated the allowed spin singlet transition
for these systems, based on the ground state struc-
tures of models 1–3 at the PBE level. Only singlet–
singlet transitions were considered in these quasirela-
tivistic calculations. Here, we consider as permitted
transitions those whose oscillator strength is different
from zero. The allowed transitions obtained are
shown in Figure 2 and Table II. The active molecular
orbitals (MOs) in electronic transitions at the PBE
level are shown in Figures 3–5.

Experimentally, there are no reported UV-visible
spectra. However, the effect of growth is reflected
in the different colors in the solid state that the
clusters have, e.g. n � 3, violet–green; n � 4, blue–
green; n � 5, yellow–green. This range of colors is
in the wavelength between 650 and 490 nm.

The theoretical calculations are described in Ta-
ble II. The calculated spectra of the three models
(1–3) show principal transitions at 520, 557, and 660
nm, respectively, matching the experimental colors
mentioned above (see Fig. 2). In the [Pt3(�-
CO)3(CO)3]n

�2 (1) cluster the principal band at 520
nm is a mixture of excitations. The transition is
composed mainly by 208a1 (dz2*) 3 219b1 (�*),
206b2 (dz2*) 3 209a2 (�*), and 207b1 (�) 3 211a1
(�*). This band corresponds to MLCT and LLCT.
The active molecular orbitals in the electronic tran-
sition are shown in Figure 3. These results showed

TABLE I ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Main geometric parameters of the [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n

�2 (n � 3–5) systems (distances in pm and angles in
degrees).

System Method Pt-Pta Pt-Ptb PtCc PtCd COc COd PtPtPta PtPtPtb

[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]3
�2 (1) PBE 281 294 190 212 115 117 60.1° 168.5°

[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]4
�2 (2) PBE 283 306 189 210 115 118 60.2° 168.3°

[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]5
�2 (3) PBE 286 303 190 212 115 118 60.0° 177.6°

[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n
�2 Expe 266–268 302–331 177–180 200–203 116 120

a intratriangular Pt-Pt within each molecular unit.
b Intertriangular Pt-Pt between neighboring molecular units.
c CO terminal.
d CO bridging.
e Ref. [2].



that the charge transfers of the excitations take
place mainly between the intertriangular platinum
atoms.

When we used models 2 and 3, a red shift of the
excited bands and an increase in the transition in-

tensity reflected in the magnitude of the oscillator
strength were observed (see Table II). The bands are
mainly a double MLCT of type dz2* 3 �*, which
can be understood from the MOs shown in Figures
4 and 5. A progressive shift in the wavelength of the

FIGURE 2. Calculated electronic PBE spectra of all the models.
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[Pt3(µ-CO)3(CO)3]3-2 (1)
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FIGURE 3. The active molecular orbitals in the [Pt3(�-
CO)3(CO)3]3

�2 (1) electronic transitions at the PBE level.

TABLE II _____________________________________________________________________________________________
TD-DFT/PBE singlet-excitation calculations for [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n

�2 (n � 3–5).

System Color �calc/nm fa Contributionb Transition type

[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]3
�2 Violet–green 520 0.2206 208a13 219b1 (21%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)

206b23 209a2 (20%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)
207b13 211a1 (18%) LLCT (�3�*)
208a13 215b1 (13%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)
206b23 213a2 (7%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)

[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]4
�2 Blue–green 557 0.1662 265a13 278b2 (43%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)

271a13 278b2 (21%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)
267a13 278b2 (16%) LLCT (�3�*)
277a13 284b2 (8%) LLCT (�3�*)
277a13 287b2 (5%) LLCT (�3�*)

[Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]5
�2 Yellow–green 660 0.4455 284b13 290a2 (22%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)

286a13 298b2 (18%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)
284b13 289b1 (16%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)
286a13 293b2 (8%) MLCT (dz2*3�*)
285b23 287a1 (7%) LLCT (�3�*)

a Oscillator strength.
b Values are �coeff.�2 � 100.

[Pt3(µ-CO)3(CO)3]4-2 (2)
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271a1
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FIGURE 4. The active molecular orbitals in the [Pt3(�-
CO)3(CO)3]4

�2 (2) electronic transitions at the PBE level.
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excitation band from 557 nm (2) to 660 nm (3) took
place by increasing the number of molecular units
in the models. There is excellent agreement with the
experimental color of the complexes. When the un-
occupied orbitals were analyzed, we found a �
bonding character between the neighboring molec-
ular units.

Conclusion

This study provides further information on the
nature of the platinum–platinum intra- and inter-
molecular interactions in the [Pt3(�-CO)3(CO)3]n

�2

(n � 3–5) complexes and on their spectroscopic
properties. The idea was to show that it is possible
to describe such properties through the clusters
with several molecular units. The theoretical calcu-
lations are in agreement with experimental geome-
tries. On the other hand, TD-DFT/PBE calculations

clearly match the experimental color of the ana-
lyzed complexes. They show that intermetallic in-
teractions are mainly responsible for the MLCT in
models 1–3, and they also present an LLCT compo-
nent, which cannot be neglected. Also, there is a
strong dependence between the intermolecular
platinum–platinum contact in each system and the
MLCT band, evidenced by a red shift effect at the
experimental solid state level with the size of the
cluster.
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[Pt3(µ-CO)3(CO)3]5-2 (3)
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FIGURE 5. The active molecular orbitals in the [Pt3(�-
CO)3(CO)3]5

�2 (3) electronic transitions at the PBE level.
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